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Pedro Sanchez, 2002 
World Food Prize laureate, 
spoke at the 10th Annual 
Norman Borlaug Lecture 
Monday in the Great Hall 
of the Memorial Union.
Sanchez led his audi-
ence through a discussion 
of his current soil restora-
tion projects in African 
countries.
“I want to show you 
that some progress has 
been made,” said Sanchez. 
He specifically discussed 
Malawi and how this coun-
try has progressed from ex-
tremely poor crop yields to 
higher yields in as little as 
a few months, and has con-
tinued to rise over the past 
six years.
“My problem, is Africa,” 
said Sanchez, “90 percent 
of the hungry in Africa suf-
fer from chronic malnutri-
tion.” A focus question of 
Sanchez’s presentation 
was answering the ques-
tion, why has Africa not 
benefited from the Green 
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Faculty Senate 
previews items 
for discussion
The ISU Faculty Senate will hold 
its second meeting of the 2011-
2012 academic year on Tuesday 
at 3:30 p.m. in the Great Hall of 
Memorial Union.
There are two topics currently on 
the docket that members will be 
voting on. One of these topics is 
the final proposal for a possible 
“School of Education” here at 
Iowa State.
According to the current pro-
posal, the school will contain the 
department of curriculum and 
instruction, and the Educational 
Leadership and Policy Studies 
graduate program. Their associ-
ated centers, particularly the 
University Teacher Education 
program, will also be heavily 
involved in this proposed school.
The other topic being voted 
on will be the proposed name 
change to the department of 
apparel, educational Studies and 
hospitality management. This 
department within the College 
of Human Sciences would like to 
change AESHM to the more fa-
vorable “department of apparel, 
events and hospitality manage-
ment.” According to the posted 
proposal, the name change 
reflects the loss of the educa-
tional studies focus and the gain 
of the events management major 
introduced this past January.
The Faculty Senate will also be 
presented with three new pro-
posals to be voted on at the fol-
lowing meeting on Nov. 8. These 
topics include the discontinua-
tion of the undergraduate major 
in Insect Science, the introduc-
tion of a new undergraduate 
major in Athletic Training and the 
establishment of a new Morrill 
professorship title.
More information can be found at 
www.facsen.iastate.edu.
Aimee Burch 
Daily staff writer
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Beauty brands 
team up to 
fight breast 
cancer
ISU football 
regroups 
for next 
matchup
TCU accepts conference’s invitation
Creating something new
Charlie Poulson has began 
selling homemade bracelets this 
month to raise money for chest 
reconstruction surgery.
Poulson identifies as transgen-
der and has been on testosterone 
for nine and a half months. 
He legally changed his 
name in March and has been 
documenting his entire experi-
ence on his YouTube channel, 
SirMasterCharlie.
“I started taking testosterone 
on December 22, 2010,” Poulson 
said. “When I started testosterone 
my shoulders started to get much 
more broad. I started growing 
massively so my shirts were not 
fitting anymore.”
Poulson, junior in graphic de-
sign is working to make bracelets 
out of shirts he has outgrown and 
is asking for a minimum of a three-
dollar donation per bracelet.
“I was going to donate the 
shirts but my friend Alison Gamm 
suggested that we make bracelets 
to help fund my surgery which is 
$5,900,” said Poulson.
Every day for the past five 
years Poulson has been wearing a 
binder to conceal his chest.
“It’s similar to a compres-
sion shirt and it flattens my chest 
down,” Poulson said. “I’ve had to 
wear it every day resulting in my 
rib cage compressing down and 
I have scars on my shoulders and 
sides from the binder.”
Some of the difficult things for 
Poulson that comes with binding 
are things that most people could 
overlook.
“Whenever I get dressed in the 
morning I always really evaluate 
what I’m wearing so I know I can 
pass as a male,” Poulson said.
There are many reasons why 
the surgery has become necessary 
and binding is no longer an option 
for Poulson.
“It puts me in socially awk-
By Benjamin.Theobald 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Charlie Poulson a junior in Graphic Design is 
giving bracelets with a minimum three dollar 
donation. Charlie will be at Sloss House on 
weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Big 12
Design
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On October 4, 2011 Charlie Poulson a junior in Graphic Design took donations for reconstructive surgery from Andrea Smith and Richard Blanck both undeclared 
freshman in Design. Surgery is to take place on May 17, 2012, and Charlie hopes to use the bracelets to raise support.
Politics Lecture
“We’re fighting for your 
pensions. You belong with 
us.”
Across the street from the 
West Lawn of the Des Moines 
Capitol, Occupy Iowa pro-
testers were chanting to the 
State Patrol and Des Moines 
Police Department as a re-
ported 32 protesters were be-
ing arrested and some being 
dragged from the Capitol’s 
property.
“I think they’ve used un-
necessary roughness,” said 
Sally Frank, a lawyer who was 
helping to advise the group.
Frank said the police were 
not giving warnings when 
they arrived at the Capitol at 
11:05 p.m.
Lt. Mark Logsdon spoke to 
the protestors at about 10:30 
p.m., saying they would be ar-
rested if they weren’t off the 
Protests at Occupy Iowa
Student sells craft 
bracelets to raise 
money for surgery
By Paige.Godden 
@iowastatedaily.com
Fighting hunger 
on African soil
Photo: Nicole Wiegand/Iowa State Daily
Protestors gather near the Iowa State Capitol in Des Moines for 
the Occupy Iowa kick-off rally on Sunday, Oct. 9. Demonstrators 
focused on the nation’s need for a fiscal reform.
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TCU Chancellor Victor 
Boschini announced Tuesday 
night that the school will join 
the Big 12 Conference, effec-
tive July 1, 2012.
“It’s a great day to be a frog. 
Let’s get ‘er done,” said TCU 
Athletic Director Chris Del 
Conte in a news conference.
The move was expected 
after Big 12 officials voted 
Thursday to invite TCU into 
the conference. TCU, whose 
football teamed finished 
No. 2 in last year’s final AP 
poll after a season capped 
with a Rose Bowl win over 
Wisconsin, was slated to 
move from the Mountain 
West conference to the Big 
East next July, until it re-
ceived the Big 12 invite.
Because it is not yet a Big 
East member, TCU is not re-
quired to give 27 months’ no-
tice. It does, however, face a 
$5 million exit fee, which Del 
Conte said will be taken care 
of through intercollegiate 
athletics revenues.
TCU will join Baylor as 
the only private schools in 
the Big 12. In addition to 
Baylor, TCU had rivalries 
with Big 12 schools Texas 
and Texas Tech when the 
schools were all members of 
the Southwest Conference, 
which dissolved in 1996.
Chuck Neinas, interim 
commissioner of the Big 12, 
welcomed TCU “home,” and 
as TCU officials spoke it be-
came evident that geographic 
location played a significant
By Jessica.Opoien 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Weather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Mostly sunny, with a high 
near 78. South wind be-
tween 7 and 11 mph. 
Showers likely and pos-
sibly a thunderstorm. 
Chance of precipitation is 
70 percent. 
Sunny and breezy, with a 
high near 68.
56|71
TUE
50|71
WED
46|68
THUR
1987:
Unseasonably cold weather brought light snow 
to much of southern and western Iowa on 
October 10, including reported amounts of an 
inch at Blockton and Sidney and two inches at 
Beaconsfield in Ringgold County. 
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Celebrity News
Notes and events.
Derek Zoolander debuts 
a new look on ‘SNL’
What will Derek Zoolander be 
for Halloween?
Trick question! Such a good-
looking male model wouldn’t 
wear a costume. As we discov-
ered when Ben Stiller brought 
the character from 2001’s 
“Zoolander” back to life during 
this weekend’s “Saturday Night 
Live,” Derek will be wearing his 
new look, “Cold Coffee.”
Believe it or not, it vaguely 
resembles Blue Steel and 
Magnum.
The really, really, ridiculously 
good-looking male model ap-
peared on “Weekend Update” 
with Seth Meyers and city corre-
spondent Stefon (Bill Hader), to 
tell viewers about his upcoming 
Halloween party - to take place 
in New York’s hottest neighbor-
hood, Sowbohenobohewoah.
Oh, and the party will ben-
efit his new cause: The Derek 
Zoolander Foundation For Fat 
Kids Who Are Fat But Not In A 
Cute Way Like That Fat Kid On 
“Modern Family.”
Zoolander’s buddy Hansel 
(Owen Wilson) didn’t make an 
appearance on the sketch com-
edy show, but he did recently 
dish on “Zoolander 2.”
“Hansel, he’s fallen on hard 
times,” he told MTV in what 
may or may not have been a 
joke. “There’s been a disfiguring 
injury.”
Beyonce reveals due date, 
talks dance inspiration
 In an interview with Australia’s 
“Sunday Night,” Beyonce 
opened up on her pregnancy, 
her career and where she finds 
inspiration for her dance moves.
The host of the program let 
it slip that Beyonce is due in 
February, and the “Countdown” 
singer said she’s definitely 
ready.
“My husband and I have been 
together for 10 years, all of my 
20s, since I was 20, and I just 
feel like it’s time,” she said. 
“I’m very grateful that God has 
blessed me with the biggest gift 
any human being can have. And I 
think because I’ve accomplished 
a lot of things for myself and I 
really know who I am ... if there 
was any time, right now is the 
time. I’m so happy.”
In an interesting bit of timing, 
she also speaks on how she 
develops dance concepts for her 
videos. Some of the moves in the 
latest, “Countdown,” have been 
called into question for allegedly 
plagiarizing the work of Belgian 
choreographer Anne Teresa De 
Keersmaeker, according to the 
Guardian.
The video’s director, Adria 
Petty, did tell MTV that she and 
Beyonce viewed some German 
modern dance clips as they 
were exploring cultural refer-
ence points.
As the Guardian reports, this 
isn’t the first time the source of 
the singer’s dancing has been 
called into question - the same 
thing happened with her perfor-
mance of “Run the World (Girls)” 
at the Billboard Music AOL 
CNN Wire staff
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Sept. 14
A staff member reported the 
tampering of a door strike 
plate at Design College 
(reported at 8:22 a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
struck a car owned by Anita 
Rollins in Lot 34 (reported 
at 8:47 a.m.).
A staff member reported 
possible unauthorized after-
hours access at the Horse 
Barns (reported at 9:19 a.m.).
Sept. 15
An individual reported being 
harassed at the Armory 
(reported at 8:36 a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
struck a car owned by Old 
School Revocations in Lot 5 
(reported at 8:53 a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
struck a car owned by Mike 
Stewart in Lot B6 (reported 
at 4:21 p.m.).
A patron reported the theft of 
a gym bag from a locker room 
at Lied Recreation Center 
(reported at 7:18 p.m.).
Sept. 16
Kane Meyer, 24, of 514 
Hayward Ave. unit 101, and 
Nicholas Croonquist, 24, 
of Fort Dodge, Iowa, were 
arrested and charged with 
third degree criminal mischief 
and public intoxication; they 
were transported to the Story 
County Justice Center at 
Knapp-Storms Commons 
(reported at 1:48 a.m.).
An officer initiated a drug-
related investigation at the 
Armory (reported at 
8:11 a.m.).
Derek Joseph, of 138 Gray 
Ave., reported the theft of a 
backpack and a jacket 
at Davidson Hall (reported 
at 4:01 p.m.).
An individual reported the 
theft of cash from an ROTC 
room at the Armory (reported 
at 5:02 p.m.).
A resident reported two un-
authorized withdrawals from 
a checking account at Barton 
Hall (reported at 9:18 p.m.).
Kyle Tjossem, 18, of 3239 
Welch Hall, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion and interference with 
official acts; he was trans-
ported to the Story County 
Justice Center at Union Drive 
(reported at 10:50 p.m.).
Sept. 17
Matthew Kretzinger, 21, of 
2234 Knapp St., was arrested 
and charged with operating 
while intoxicated; he was 
transported to the Story 
County Justice Center at 
Howard Avenue and Lincoln 
Way (reported at 2:22 a.m.).
Frendy Thiomas, 23, no 
permanent address, was 
arrested and charged with 
criminal trespass; he was 
transported to the Story 
County Justice Center at 
Buchanan Hall (reported 
at 6:33 p.m.).
Sept. 18
Charles Berg, 20, of 3110 
Oakland St., was cited for un-
derage possession of alcohol 
at Buchanan Hall (reported 
at 12:51 a.m.).
Tad Morrow, 20, of 6316 
Frederiksen Court, was cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol at Lincoln Way and 
Lynn Avenue (reported at 
1:27 a.m.)
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Laurie Busching, left, and Carly Siebels, both seniors in 
dietetics, enjoy free cupcakes for celebrating with children 
who never get to have a real birthday due to various social 
issues. ISU Students for Life club provided the sweets.
CUPCAKES: A sweet taste 
of helping less fortunate
Daily Snapshot
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Join us for a night
of fashion,food,
& fun!
Thursday, Oct. 13
8-11 p.m.
Fashion Show at 8:30 p.m.
Ayden Lee
1614 S Kellogg Ave #115
&
Get the scoop on fall’s hottest trends as we launch the 
Iowa State Daily’s Nightlife Magazine!
Other Sponsors: Party Time, Smitty’s DJ, Coe’s, Prairie Moon Winery, Hy-Vee, 
Tricked out Treats, Dublin Bay & Mario Reyes
NIGHTLIFE FASHION SHOW
Constitution Cafeʻ
Christopher Phillips
7 PM Tuesday
October 11th
Sun Room,
Memorial Union
Christopher Phillips is the author of Socrates Café: Philosophy for 
a Passionate Heart, Six Questions of Socrates, Socrates in Love; 
and Constitution Café: Jefferson's Brew for a True Revolution. He 
draws on our nation's rebellious past to inspire meaningful 
change today. With Thomas Jefferson as a guide, he taps into a 
broad cross-section of Americans' timely and timeless concerns 
about the need to give our country's democratic framework a 
makeover. His most recent teaching appointment was with the 
graduate program in Media, Culture and Communication at New 
York University. He earned his doctorate in communications from 
Edith Cowan University in Australia.
Sponsored by: Honors Program, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Miller 
Lecture Fund, Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
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property by 11 p.m. because 
they did not have the proper 
permit to protest.
“They could’ve gotten a 
permit from the Department 
of Administration,” Logsdon 
said.
Dutch Ruisch and Marcus 
Tipton said earlier in the 
night they were hoping to 
have power in numbers.
They said the police didn’t 
have the means to arrest all 
of the protesters that were in 
attendance.
The two said they were in 
compliance with the Occupy 
Wall Street movement, 
which transcends party lines. 
Occupy Wall Street 
groups have been popping 
up around the nation, sup-
porting the 99 percent and 
voicing concerns against big 
corporations.
Specifically, the group has 
called to overturn the ruling 
of the Citizens United case.
As one woman was be-
ing escorted to a police car 
she yelled, “We were worried 
about socialism, we’re mov-
ing to Unitarianism.”
The chant, “we are the 
99 percent,” was repeated 
throughout the night.
Police were dragging tents 
from the Capitol grounds to 
sidewalks once everyone had 
vacated the property.
There were about 200 
protesters in total. Some said 
they would be returning to 
the Capitol at 6 a.m. Monday.
The group had a pledge 
they read about three times 
throughout the night.
It said the group is plan-
ning to indefinitely occupy 
the West Lawn space.
Editor: Kaleb Warnock |  news@iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.2003 Tuesday, October 11, 2011  |  Iowa State Daily  |  NEWS  |  3
ward and potentially danger-
ous positions,” Poulson said. 
“It’s hard to breathe and it 
makes you realize how many 
little things a biological male 
would take for granted.”
However, issues that trans-
gender students have to deal 
with vary depending on the 
individual.
“It’s just things that people 
don’t generally think about,” 
said Brad Freihoefer, direc-
tor of Lesbian Gay Bisexual 
Transgender Student 
Services. “Doing a name 
change on campus or going 
through a physical transition. 
Those are really important be-
cause if you are embodying a 
name, but no one else has rec-
ognized it, that becomes really 
challenging.”
The bracelets are availabe 
at Margaret Sloss Women 
Center. Those looking to make 
a donation can ask a staff 
member for a donation and get 
a bracelet.
>>DESIGN.p1
Photo: Andrus Nesbitt/Iowa State Daily
Charlie Poulson, junior in graphic design,  is selling hand-made 
bracelets to raise money for surgery. The bracelets require a 
minimum three dollar donation, to cover material and time costs.
Photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
Members of the Iowa State Patrol arrest a protestor on the Iowa State Capitol West Lawn on 
Sunday after refusing to leave “Peoples Park” at its closing time.
>>OCCUPY.p1
Photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa 
State Daily
A group of people gather on 
the Iowa State Capitol West 
Lawn as part of the Occupy 
Iowa protest Sunday, Oct. 9, 
2011 in Des Moines. Some 
of the protesters refused to 
leave after the park closed.
Revolution? His answer 
was “because of unhealthy, 
nutrient-depleted soils and 
unclean water. Those are the 
two big factors.”
Sanchez wanted his audi-
ence to hear his message of 
hope that improvements of 
fighting hunger are happen-
ing in Africa, but not at a suf-
ficient scale. He said we need 
to reach some tipping point.
“Real impact in my view, 
15 to 20 million rural Africans 
are out of hunger who weren’t 
in 2005, but still, this is less 
than 10 percent of the current 
rural hungry. Needs to reach 
at least 25 percent to tip,” said 
Sanchez.
He is working on creating 
a digital soil map of Africa, 
focusing on mapping out the 
continent in terms of soil 
properties.
When asked what can the 
average student do to help, 
Sanchez replied, “Exert po-
litical pressure on the govern-
ments and invest in Africans, 
in young Africans. What you 
can do is go there to help, you 
don’t have to be an agricultur-
alist. The baby who doesn’t 
cry doesn’t suckle, so please 
cry,” Sanchez said. “In places 
where there is political will, 
things happen.”
At the end, President 
Gregory Geoffroy ended 
by presenting Sanchez 
with a plaque which says, 
“Civilization that is known 
today could not have evolved, 
nor can it survive, without an 
adequate food supply. In ap-
preciation, Pedro Sanchez, 
2011 Norman Borlaug 
Lecture.”
>>BORLAUG.p1
Bullying among kids and teenagers in schools and sections of our neighbor-hoods is gaining a prominent fixture 
among us in a where-are-we-really-headed 
fashion than ever. It must be awkward, as it 
should be, worrying that our children find 
pleasure and/or relief in humiliating the hell 
out of each other.  
It has gotten so worse as to send shiv-
ers down the unexpected spines of pop idols 
such as Lady Gaga. And true, Gaga recently 
expressed a strong intent to mount a campaign 
against bullying. She went as close to it as at-
tending President Barack Obama’s fundraising 
dinner in Los Angeles, in an attempt to catch 
the president’s eye for possible deliberations 
over this blot on our record.
Lady Gaga’s move speaks of courage and 
great resolve to pay attention to a matter that is 
seemingly negligible to a political class lost in 
tearing at its members. But this society giving 
up issues of such magnitude to pop celebrities 
like Gaga should perplex us in the same way we 
are worried by what tips the scales in favor of 
bullying among teens. Gaga’s anger comes hot 
in the heels of the death of 14-year-old Jamey 
Rodemeyer, who took his own life. Tired of be-
ing pounded and humiliated, the poor teenager 
had no better place to look in a society replete 
with selfish pursuit, than dwarf the worth of 
his young life.
Rodemeyer deserved no death of the variety 
he got. He instead deserved a shoulder to lean 
on, to beef up his confidence in the face of his 
predicament. But from who? Who would offer 
that much needed shoulder? In a society as 
extravagant with expectation as this, we have 
delegated the role of parenting to children. The 
American sense of individualism is finding a 
safe home in children; we seem to be quietly 
telling kids to stop complaining and “man up.” 
Yet we forget that they are short of the wily 
equipment of a tough terrain that we must 
have accorded ourselves as we vow to live for 
ourselves and ourselves alone.
We need not turn over a haystack to un-
tangle the spin that depicts the behavior of our 
children. It is quite clear that the leadership 
and adults of this country have disappointed 
the children. The kind of fire-brigade response 
that child bullying has received is a far cry from 
what really needs to be done. The American 
sense of freedom seems to have hit an ugly 
misinterpretation when it comes to children.
Studies continue to offer gut-wrenching 
statistics on bullying among children. 
According to a 1998 government-sanctioned 
study of 6,500 children in rural South Carolina, 
23 percent of students in grades 4 through 6 
had been bullied “several times” or more, while 
20 percent had bullied others. Similar studies 
also show that 17 percent of students in grades 
6 through 10 reported having been bullied 
“sometimes” or more, with 8 percent being 
bullied once a week. Nineteen percent said 
they had been a bully to others “sometimes” or 
more.
As if the statistics and the sense of urgency 
that is the fatal end to bullying aren’t enough, 
all we have attempted is talk. We’ve seen talk 
right from the White House. President Obama 
has led in simply castigating bullying as if kids 
will be conscious enough to toe the line. We 
have simply ignored the need for constant 
engagement on how best to keep bullying in 
check. Sociologists have offered some of the 
reasons for bullying as the need for power and 
dominance by the bullies. Bullies also find 
satisfaction in causing harm and suffering to 
others as they reap their psychological or mate-
rial rewards.
Talk alone, and failure to summon the need-
ed courage to face the challenge of child-bully-
ing isn’t enough. There is wisdom in engaging 
everyone to offer children all they need to lead 
a childlike life: love, close attention, concise 
moral counsel and collective vigilance. 
Communities must create a strong partner-
ship with centers of learning and government 
to state a constant presence in the life of 
children. Parents must find ways of staying 
involved in the lives of their children in ways 
that offer them the needed courage to face 
other children with a loving discipline and 
understanding.
These are not easy to achieve. It will mean 
both far-reaching investments of money, 
emotion, confidence and a serious sustainable 
resolve. The government must meet its part 
of the bargain by ensuring that we have a crop 
of teachers who are mindful of the welfare of 
children while in school. Such commitment 
must see teachers in schools equipped with 
analytical instincts as to gauge the psychology 
of their students.
I have a pretty similar routine every morning: I wake up to the sound of my alarm from a 
cell phone that was made in Korea 
and whose battery was made in 
Japan. I jump in the shower and 
turn the knobs that were made 
in China to get the water flowing 
from the shower head that was 
also made in China.
After my shower, I put 
on clothes that were sewn in 
Nicaragua, Indonesia, Honduras 
and Thailand, and my shoes that 
were made in Mexico. Soon after 
that, I chow down a banana for 
breakfast, courtesy of Colombia, 
and a Braeburn apple straight 
from Chile. I wash it down with 
some orange juice in a cup made 
in China.
After breakfast, I drive to 
the commuter lot and get on a 
Canadian-manufactured CyRide 
bus, and then walk to class. While 
on the bus and walking, I listen to 
my iPod that was made in China, 
with headphones that were made 
there too.
Once in class, I take out my 
Chinese-made binder and my 
made-in-Mexico Bic pen to take 
notes. The professor puts a docu-
ment up on the ELMO projector 
that was made in Japan, and we 
watch a clip of a film from a DVD 
that was made in Mexico with 
a DVD player that was made in 
China.
After class, I head to get lunch. 
I eat a salad whose ingredients 
came from various countries 
in Latin America and a bunch 
of grapes that came from Chile. 
My afternoon class consists of 
a PowerPoint slideshow being 
projected from a Chinese-made 
projector from a laptop that was 
made in Japan, using a laser 
pointer manufactured in Taiwan.
When I get out of class, I am 
done for the day. I head home on 
the same Canada-made CyRide 
bus and once I get home, lounge 
around for a bit. I turn on my 
Japanese-made television and 
watch a movie on my Japanese-
built DVD player. After supper I 
probably need to do some home-
work, so I go to my office and turn 
on my Japanese-manufactured 
computer, monitor, and speakers, 
and start to work on homework 
for a few hours.
While I am doing homework, 
I check out some news web-
sites. I find out that, while just 
over 100,000 jobs were added 
to the American workforce in 
September, the unemployment 
rate is still at 9.1 percent. Retail 
and service jobs added in the last 
several months numbers around 
53,000, while manufacturing jobs 
have declined by 13,000 in the last 
few months.
Maybe this is why hardly any-
thing that I come into contact with 
during my day is made in America. 
Maybe if America focused more 
on manufacturing reliable goods 
like we used to, instead of selling 
undependable foreign goods in 
‘Big Box’ stores, maybe it would 
help us get out of this economic 
slump.
There was one more piece 
of news that I did see, however, 
which caught my gaze. President 
Barack Obama ordered the killing 
of Anwar al-Awlaki, an American 
citizen, with a General Atomics 
MQ-1 Predator, otherwise known 
as a drone aircraft, in Yemen. 
This is a stark reminder of what 
America makes a lot of, and is very 
good at it: weapons of war. The 
war economy is always booming 
in America, and we can always 
find a way to use it, whether it 
be full wars in Afghanistan and 
Iraq (now 10 years strong), or the 
proxy wars in Yemen and Somalia. 
And unlike the crash of the 
global economy of 2008, the war 
economy of America will likely 
never go bust.
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Jobs’ death 
should not  
be exploited
Editorial
Last week an amazing man died. 
He created an industry that has an ef-
fect on almost everyone in the United 
States. He created software and hard-
ware used in homes, businesses, and 
almost every artistic industry around 
the globe.
Of course this man is Steve Jobs. 
His life was celebrated by many last 
week for good reason. But one group 
sought to cash in on the news of Jobs’ 
death to further their own agenda 
of hate. That group is of course the 
Westboro Baptist Church of Topeka, 
Kansas. Many of you have likely 
heard about their tweet proclaiming 
that “[Jobs] had a huge platform; gave 
God no glory & taught sin” and stat-
ing that Westboro would picket his 
funeral (which they didn’t).
The great irony of Margie Phelps’ 
tweet was that it was sent with an 
iPhone — a phone developed by Jobs 
that created a worldwide commu-
nication revolution. Due to the fact 
that Twitter reports how each tweet 
is sent, the news of Phelps’ hypocrisy 
soon reverberated around technology 
circles and was mentioned by other 
news sources.
Phelps noted the criticism and 
responded, saying that God, not Jobs, 
created the iPhone to allow her to tell 
the world that Jobs, gays, Jews and 
Obama are going to hell. While we 
shouldn’t worship Jobs or act as if he 
was a deity, he — along with the many 
other men and women protested by 
Westboro — should at least get some 
respect from the living.
Here at the Daily opinion desk, we 
share our opinions every day about 
policies, people, and events. We are 
excited when readers respond to our 
columns with their own view or a 
personal response. Sometimes we 
are critical of politicians, university 
leadership or other individuals. But 
these individuals are always welcome 
to offer a response on these pages of 
our paper.
Westboro Baptist’s habit of voicing 
their criticism of those that have died 
is both disrespectful and unfair. Why 
did Westboro not criticize Steve Jobs 
in life, when he could have offered 
a proper response? Jobs could have 
explained his belief in Buddhism and 
noted that he is human and imperfect 
like the rest of us.
The only explanation is that the 
Phelps family and their church crave 
public attention and would be willing 
to criticize Mother Teresa if it would 
get them media time and money to 
fund their campaign of hate. To make 
this world a better place we need a 
sharing of views and collaborative 
thinking — not something that will 
come from this Topeka church any 
time soon.
And if you follow suit and criti-
cize a brilliant businessman, make 
sure you do it using someone else’s 
product.
Editor in Chief: Jake Lovett
editor@iowastatedaily.com 
Phone: (515) 294.5688
Children
The rabid rampage of a bully
Summon courage to face 
fears of child-harassment
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Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
An older kid bullies a younger child. Bullying is increasing in the country and has raised alarm in numerous places throughout the nation. Several 
studies have pointed out its rise, but few actions have taken hold to prevent the disastrous consequences of child-bullying.
Benson Amollo is a graduate student in 
journalism and mass communication from 
Nairobi, Kenya.
Exports
Jacob Witte is a senior in 
political science from Callender, 
Iowa.
By Jacob.Witte
@iowastatedaily.com
America needs home-based products
Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
Pictured above is a large factory. These are rapidly decreasing throughout 
the country, which is a large reason why America is in an economic slump.
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NBA:
Pro lockout 
continues on, 
cancels games
SportS JArgoN:
Pocket
SPORT:
Football
DEFINITION:
The area a quarterback 
stands in after the ball has 
been snapped while search-
ing for a receiver to throw the 
ball to.
USE:
Jay Cutler had almost zero 
time to throw from the pocket 
agains the Lions on Monday.
FootballoNliNe:
CYCLONE SOCCER IN A 
‘MUST-WIN’ SITUATION
iowastatedaily.com
Shontrelle Johnson is doubt-
ful to start at running back for Iowa 
State’s game against Missouri, ac-
cording to  ISU coach Paul Rhoads 
during his weekly news conference 
on Monday.
Johnson, a true sophomore, is 
undergoing further tests on his neck 
after sustaining a “stinger” in Iowa 
State’s 37-14 loss to Texas on Oct. 1 
to determine the severity of the in-
jury, Rhoads said.
“That’s a product of a stinger and 
a similar type of pain that goes along 
with a stinger,” Rhoads said of the 
injury. “We’re trying to figure out ex-
actly what it is.”
For the Cyclones (3-2, 0-2 Big 12), 
redshirt sophomore James White 
stepped in for Johnson in their 49-
26 loss to Baylor on Saturday, Oct. 8, 
in Waco, Texas.
“I made sure I prepared myself 
well, I made sure I studied the de-
fense,” White said. “When the time 
came, I took advantage of it.”
White rushed for 148 yards and 
one touchdown from 16 carries with 
a game-high 9.2 yards per carry in his 
first-career start as a Cyclone run-
ning back.
Aside from his meticulous prep-
aration for the game against Baylor, 
White said he never felt any unwant-
ed pressure being the starter at run-
ning back.
“I just took advantage of the op-
portunity,” White said. “Somebody’s 
misfortune is somebody else’s for-
tune. When the time comes, you’ve 
just got to take advantage of the 
opportunity.”
Immediately following an ISU 
turnover that was returned 86 yards 
for a BU touchdown to drive the 
score to 35-14 in the third quarter, 
White broke for a 76-yard touch-
down run.
The play briefly resurrected the 
Cyclones’ momentum in the game 
and was the ninth-longest run from 
scrimmage in ISU history.
“As I was running, I looked over to 
the right and saw that the safety was 
coming, trying to chase me,” White 
said. “The receiver [was] blocking 
down field, going to crack the safety, 
and all I saw was green grass. The 
Sometimes all you 
need is a little rest and 
relaxation.
With five days until 
the Cyclones’ next game, 
the coaches and players 
will use the time to re-
gain some energy. With 
Iowa State’s 3-1 victory 
over Oklahoma, it is 14-3 
overall and 5-1 in confer-
ence play. That is the best 
start in Big 12 play for the 
Cyclones since 1987.
Some of the players 
started showing signs of 
long-term fatigue during 
the Oklahoma match.
“Some of our players 
looked tired,” said coach 
Christy Johnson-Lynch. 
“Carly [Jenson] started 
taping a little bit.
“When she starts to 
tape some balls on her at-
tack, that tells me that her 
legs are getting tired.”
Jenson as well as the 
rest of the team is expect-
ed to have a light practice 
load for the majority of the 
week. The coaching staff 
gave the players the day off 
on Monday.
Freshman outside hit-
ter Hannah Willms fin-
ished the match with 13 
kills and a .382 hitting per-
centage. Both were career 
highs for Willms.
In the previous two 
matches, Willms com-
bined for 10 kills and nine 
attacking errors. “I really 
loved and was happy to 
see how Hannah Willms 
came back in that match,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. “She 
had a huge night for us and 
was very key to that win.”
The middle back com-
bination of junior Jamie 
Straube and sophomore 
Tenisha Matlock have 
been producing points in 
bunches for the Cyclones.
Both finished the vic-
tory over Oklahoma with 
impressive stats. Matlock 
put up a career-high 13 
kills and has a .300 hitting 
percentage on the season.
Straube is currently 
hitting .336 for the season. 
She put up 14 kills against 
the Sooners.
The most encouraging 
thing for the Cyclones is 
that the pair of them can 
only get better.
“I think Straube is real-
ly doing well offensively,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. “I 
think she has more blocks 
in her. She needs to con-
tinue to be a better blocker 
and get more blocks per 
game.”
Johnson-Lynch also 
talked about the play of 
Matlock.
“Tenisha can get so 
much better,” Johnson-
Lynch said. “We really 
only started training her 
at this position at the be-
ginning of the season. We 
thought she was going to 
be an outside or a right 
side up until pre-season.
While Matlock is hit-
ting .300, Johnson-Lynch 
believes she can be a .350 
or .400 hitter every match.
The Cyclones are set 
to play Baylor at Hilton 
Coliseum on Saturday.
Baylor outplays ISU
ByJake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
iroNmAN:
ISU student 
completes 
his first world 
triathlon
Photo: Rebekka Brown/
Iowa State Daily
Alex Halsted, 
Daily Staff Writer 
ISU senior Kris Spoth com-
peted in the Ford Ironman World 
Championship on Saturday in 
Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, completing 
his seventh triathlon.
Spoth finished in 11th place on 
Aug. 28 at Ironman Louisville to 
qualify for a spot in the Hawaii 
race, which entailed a 2.4-mile 
swim, 112-mile bike ride and a 
full 26.2-mile marathon.
With a finish after 10 hours, 12 
minutes and 57 seconds, Spoth 
finished 580th out of 1,918 total 
participants in a race he said was 
very challenging.
“I was pretty happy with my race. 
I originally thought when I came 
[to Hawaii] I could pull another 
amazing performance out of my 
hat, but that isn’t always a given,” 
Spoth said. “I have a lot more 
respect for this course and all of 
the challenges it has to offer.”
Spoth said he plans to follow a 
four-week recovery plan and will 
eventually begin training again 
for a National Collegiate race 
next spring, which he will attend 
with the ISU Triathlon Club.
As for the Ironman, it’s some-
thing he hopes to one day do 
again.
“Just because of the extensive 
Ironman race and all of the 
travel, I probably won‘t get 
back to it for a couple of years,” 
Spoth said. “But I will definitely 
come back and try this again. 
It’s an incredible experience and 
something I want to do for a very 
long time.”
By David.Merrill 
@iowastatedaily.com
Volleyball
Cyclones get needed rest
Photo: Zhenru Zhang/Iowa State Daily
Outside hitter Carly Jenson spikes the ball over Oklahoma opposition during the game 
against the Sooners on Saturday, Oct. 8.
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Running back James White breaks through the defensive line, trying to get past the secondary during the game against 
Texas on Oct. 1. White would rush for one thouchdown, averaging 5.8 yards per carry.
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Shontrelle out, White in
Big 12: 
welcome
in, TCU
For the last few years, TCU has 
been a national power in football. 
The Horned Frogs won the Rose 
Bowl and were in discussions for a 
national championship berth last 
season alone.
And now TCU is a member of the 
Big 12, announcing they’ve accepted 
the invitation to join on Monday 
night.
It’s the step toward stability that 
the conference sorely needed, what 
with talk of Missouri leaving and 
with Texas A&M already out the 
door.
Some may gripe that it’s just an-
other Texas school in the conference, 
but with A&M gone, TCU simply 
takes their place, leaving the number 
the same.
The TCU invitation makes it 
clear — as if it wasn’t already — that 
football is all that matters in the busi-
ness of conference realignment.
Not to rain on TCU’s Big 12-join-
ing party, but its basketball team 
went 11-22 in men’s basketball last 
season, 1-15 in Mountain West play.
Granted, they had to face BYU and 
San Diego State, who made deep runs 
in the NCAA tournament, but mov-
ing to the ultra-competitive Big 12 
won’t be easy for the Horned Frogs.
We won’t dwell on the negative 
here. It’s great that the Big 12 seems 
like it will remain a legitimate confer-
ence for at least a few years, and add-
ing TCU is a major step toward that.
If nothing changes from this 
point on — that’s assuming Missouri 
realizes the SEC would be the worst 
decision they could make — the Big 
12 now sits at 10 teams going into the 
2012-13 season.
But we wouldn’t expect — and 
certainly hope — that Big 12 officials 
will stay put with the 10 teams they 
have.
Now the task is to find the final 
two programs to fill out the confer-
ence, assuming officials only want to 
go to 12.
With speculation that members 
won’t sign off on another Texas 
school joining the conference, any 
dreams of a Southwest Conference 
reunion of SMU or Houston aren’t 
likely to happen.
One intriguing option is Arkansas, 
who was also a member of the SWC 
until 1991, but likely won’t leave the 
comforts of the SEC, so consider 
them nixed.
Notre Dame has been brought up 
in conversations. The Irish would 
make sense in an all-sports per-
spective, with men’s and women’s 
basketball being relevant along with 
its storied football program.
But to get the proud Irishmen to 
join a conference after decades as an 
independent isn’t likely to happen 
soon.
And if they do, the Big Ten will 
scream if Notre Dame doesn’t choose 
them.
So what are the logical options?
To us, it seems as though Brigham 
Young University and Boise State are 
the most viable and sensible options 
to fill out the conference.
Boise State would finally move 
into the legitimate football confer-
ence everyone wants them to be in.
BYU would hold their own in 
football and be very competitive in 
basketball.
One major question — among oth-
ers — is geography, which was a key 
factor in bringing in TCU.
But for now, all is happy in Big 12 
land. Here’s to hoping it stays that 
way.
Photo: Matt Strasen/
The Associated Press
TCU head coach Gary Patterson runs 
onto the field with his team before an 
NCAA college football game against 
SMU in Fort Worth, Texas. TCU will 
join the Big 12 starting 2012
As the Cyclones pre-
pared to face Baylor last 
Saturday, a scheme for 
how to defend Robert 
Griffin III, the national 
leader in passing touch-
downs and passing effi-
ciency, was needed so that 
the ISU secondary would 
be prepared in passing 
situations. 
The Cyclones (2-3, 0-2 
in Big 12) limited Griffin to 
212 yards and one touch-
down through the air but 
it was the work of him-
and seven other Baylor 
ballcarriers-that kept the 
Bears offense churning 
as the Cyclones retreated 
back to Ames following a 
49-26 defeat.
“We’ve got to make 
sure defensively as always 
that we’ve got every gap 
covered from a responsi-
bility standpoint, we gave 
up a number of yards be-
cause we weren’t located 
where we should be,” said 
ISU coach Paul Rhoads 
in a press conference on 
Monday.
The Bears (4-1, 1-1) 
carried the ball 67 times 
for 391 yards and five 
touchdowns. All three to-
tals are the highest that 
any defense under Rhoads 
and defensive coordinator 
Wally Burnham has al-
lowed since the two began 
at Iowa State in 2009.
The ISU run defense 
wasn’t porous by any 
means coming into last 
Saturday’s game. They 
had been allowing only 
619 rushing yards through 
four games, good enough 
for sixth in the Big 12. 
They had also limited big 
plays on the ground with 
their longest carry against 
on the season being a 22-
yard run by Texas running 
back Malcolm Brown.
However, Baylor was 
able to not just gain small 
chunks of 3 to 5 yards, in-
stead they made a living 
with double-digit yard-
age on their carries. 24 of 
their 37 first downs were 
gained on the ground and 
the Bears rushed for 10 or 
more yards on 16 of their 
67 carries. That nearly 
matched the amount of 
10+ yard runs allowed by 
the ISU defense in the first 
four games of the season 
(18).
“It was really simple, 
[there were] simple mis-
By Dan.Tracy 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Brian Mahoney, 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — NBA Commis-
sioner David Stern canceled the 
first two weeks of the season 
Monday after owners and play-
ers were unable to reach a new 
labor deal and end the lockout. 
Stern said both sides are “very 
far apart on virtually all issues. 
... We just have a gulf that sepa-
rates us.”
“Despite extensive efforts, we 
have not been able to reach a 
new agreement with the players’ 
union that allows all 30 teams to 
be able to compete for a cham-
pionship while fairly compensat-
ing our players,” NBA Deputy 
Commissioner Adam Silver said 
in a statement.
With another work stoppage, 
the NBA risks alienating a fan 
base that sent the league’s 
revenues and TV ratings soar-
ing during the 2010-11 season. 
And the loss of the first two 
weeks of games — will hurt 
workers with jobs dependent on 
pro basketball’s six-month-plus 
season.
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• Detachable field/trauma kit
• Basic medications
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Buy any pair of regular priced shoes & get 
a second pair of clearance or closeout shoes 
of equal or lesser value for $1
$1SHOESALE
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Rombach scored a goal and 
added three assists in Iowa State's 
8-1 victory over the Dells Ducks 
Friday and scored the game-
winning goal in the Cyclones' 
5-0 blanking of the Ducks on 
Saturday. Scoring five points in 
the exhibition series against 
the Ducks, Rombach led the 
Cyclones in scoring over the 
weekend and compiled an 
impressive +5 rating over 
the two games. 
The ACHA Men's D1 
ninth-ranked Cyclones are 
back in action at home 
this weekend with 
games against the 
e leventh- ranked 
Oakland Golden 
Grizzlies Friday 
and Saturday night 
at 7:30.  
1
University Community 
Childcare needs part-time 
teachers to work with 
infant, toddler and 
pre-school children.  
Mornings and mid-day hours 
needed. Eligibility for 
college work study a plus. 
For more info call 294-9838 
or stop by office at 
100 University Village for 
application.
McDonald’s on Duff Ave is 
accepting applications for 
6am-4pm, part-time or full-time. 
We offer flexible scheduling, meal 
discounts, insurance, and much 
more. Work as few as 2 hours per 
shift or as little as 1 day a week. 
Apply online at mcstate.com or 
stop by 129 S Duff Ave
McDonald’s on West Lincoln Way 
is accepting applications for 
ALL SHIFTS. 
We offer flexible scheduling, meal 
discounts, insurance, and much 
more. Work as few as 2 hours per 
shift or as little as 1 day a week. 
Apply online at mcstate.com or 
stop by 3621 W Lincoln Way
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street 
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
1994 Taurus 
Very good motor and 
transmission. AC & heat. 
Runs good. $750 obo cash. 
232-1311
FOR SALE
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
sellitonlineauctions.com
THE ONLINE AUCTION HOUSE
• Online Auction Services (your place or ours)
515-233-5900  |  Ames, IA
• Complete “stand alone” Auctions
• Consignment Auctions
Estates, Business Liquidations, Surplus Assets, Household, Antiques, Collectibles, Moving
Laverne Apartments
515.232.3100
Subsidized housing for full time students
with FAMILIES or PART TIME students
-3 Bedrooms /2 bath
-Washer/dryer
-Brand new Apartments 
-Stainless steel appliances
CALL FOR QUALIFICATIONS!
or email us at laverneapts@paramark.us
Business Directory
!Bartending! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training available. 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 161.
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM 
Paid survey takers needed 
in Ames. 100% FREE to join! 
Click on Surveys.
Earn $1000-$3200 a month 
to drive our brand new cars 
with ads. www.AdDriveClub.
com
Movie extras needed to stand 
in background for major 
film production. Earn up to 
$300/day. Experience not 
required. All looks needed. 
877.568.7054
1 bedroom of 4 bedroom 
appt for sublet  1 bedroom 
to sublet till July 31st in a 4 
bedroom appt with laundry 
and utilitys included 3 room 
mates all guys attending 3rd 
year of college. Please call 
641-990-4005  Email rege-
neanderson@yahoo.com
FIND US
at over 140 locations around campus
FAST FACT: HEALTHCARE
Out of the 25,310 students  
enrolled at Iowa State:  
95% are covered by some form of 
health insurance   
67% of which are covered by their 
parents’ health plan
Check Us Out Online!
www.iowastatedaily.com
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rest was history.”
White now has 323 rushing yards on 
the season, tallying five touchdowns and 
5.5 yards per carry in five games.
“I believe he’s shown more speed to our 
football team and staff than we would have 
credited him form,” Rhoads said of White. 
“It’s obvious the quickness that he has, but 
on two-consecutive weeks, he’s been able 
to go the distance with runs that I don’t 
think many people on our football team 
[would have] said he could have finished 
off.”
Kicking	himself	
Frustration began to mount on 
Saturday night after kicker Grant 
Mahoney missed two extra point attempts 
as Iowa State tried to close in on Baylor in 
the second half of the game.
The sour feelings did not stop there as 
Mahoney was then flagged for being off-
sides on a surprise onside kick to force a 
re-kick and prevent the Cyclones from re-
covering the ball for a potential comeback.
Despite the outcry against Mahoney’s 
performance by Cyclone fans, Rhoads 
said he will not rule him out for Saturday’s 
game against Missouri in Columbia, Mo.
“Grant was out there this week because 
he really out-performed Zach [Guyer] 
in practice last week so we’ll go back at it 
Tuesday,” Rhoads said.
As for Mahoney’s struggles, Rhoads 
said he could not pinpoint the cause of 
them.
“When you have the ability to be suc-
cessful — whether it be a PAT or a 54-yard 
field goal — on more than one occasion, 
you’ve got an opportunity to do it on a 
high percentage of times,” Rhoads said. “If 
you’re not doing that, you’re dealing with 
some stuff in between your ears.”
Mahoney was not present for com-
ment on Sunday night during player avail-
ability for media.
Missouri	ties	
While Missouri will be hosting Iowa 
State for its homecoming on Saturday, ju-
nior linebacker Jake Knott will be having a 
homecoming of his own.
The Cyclones’ leading tackler moved to 
Waukee from the state of Missouri when 
he was in eighth grade, where he would go 
on to play high school football.
Knott said a large part of his mother’s 
side of the family resides in the Kansas 
City, Mo., area.
“It’s a huge family down there,” Knott 
said. “Most of them are either KU or MU 
fans, but now they’re all ISU fans, which is 
good. When you grow up around that kind 
of stuff, it’s nice to go out and play against a 
team like that.”
When asked of playing against 
Missouri if his family that are MU fans 
will be cheering for Iowa State, Knott 
joked, “You find out if blood is thicker than 
water.”
Homecoming	game	time	set	
An announcement on Monday re-
vealed that Iowa State’s Oct. 22 home-
coming game against Texas A&M will be 
at 2:30 p.m. and will be broadcast on ABC.
The game will possibly be the last 
against Texas A&M, which will be leaving 
the Big 12 for the SEC.
>>FOOTBALL.p5
takes and [there are] simple 
fixes for what we were doing 
wrong,” said ISU junior line-
backer Jake Knott. “It’s stuff 
that we haven’t done wrong all 
year and I think that was just 
Baylor taking advantage of one 
of our weaknesses, we saw that 
on film and we know what we 
did wrong.”
Iowa State’s next opponent 
is no slouch in the running 
game either. The Missouri 
Tigers (2-3, 0-2) average 225 
yards on the ground, which 
ranks them second in the Big 
12 behind Baylor and 14th 
nationally. 
The Tigers are led by soph-
omore tailback Henry Josey 
who has 588 yards on only 55 
carries, a whopping 10.7 yards 
per carry average.
“They’re a fast-paced of-
fense so they like to gash you 
whenever they can,” said ISU 
junior defensive tackle Jake 
McDonough.
With first-round NFL draft 
pick Blaine Gabbert, at quar-
terback for the Tigers in 2009 
and 2010, the Tigers rushed 
for a combined 336 yards. 
Gabbert, who threw for 6,822 
yards as a starter, was more 
of a pocket passer than his re-
placement, sophomore James 
Franklin. Through five game, 
Franklin has carried the ball 
83 times for 306 yards and five 
touchdowns.
“They have very explosive 
players and they spread every-
body out and just hit a seam up 
the middle or in between two 
linebackers,” Knott said. “They 
have such a great offensive 
coordinator that figures out 
the weaknesses in the defense 
and he exploits them very well 
with the speed and athleticism 
of their players.”
The Cyclones will face off 
against the Tigers in Columbia, 
Missouri this Saturday at 2 
p.m.
>>BAYLOR.p5
role in the school’s decision.
“Today is living proof 
that dreams do come true 
because of your efforts,” Del 
Conte said, adding that he 
“about passed out” when he 
received the invitation from 
the conference on Thursday.
“We worked so hard to be 
here,” Del Conte said. “It’s an 
amazing time for us.”
Del Conte said conversa-
tions between TCU and the 
Big 12 happened “relatively 
quickly.” When asked what 
would make TCU appeal to 
the conference now more 
than it previously did, he at-
tributed it to the success of 
the football program, point-
ing out that applications to 
the school and revenue from 
season tickets have both 
gone up as the program has 
improved.
“I think we were full-
steam ahead in every inten-
tion [of joining the Big East], 
until conversations started to 
take place that gave us a glim-
mer of hope,” Del Conte said.
The make-up of the Big 
12 remains uncertain as 
Missouri explores other op-
tions, including the possibil-
ity of following Texas A&M 
to the SEC. In the summer of 
2010, the Big 12 lost Nebraska 
to the Big Ten and Colorado 
to the Pac-12. Without fur-
ther changes, the addition 
of TCU will leave the Big 12 
with 10 members going into 
the 2012-2013 season.
>>BIG	12.p1
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Linebacker Jake Knott takes on a Texas blocker during the game against the Longhorns 
on Oct. 1. Knott had a total of 8 tackles throughout the game.
UNIONS
A special wedding edition of the newspaper that runs on the last Wednesday of every month. 
The section features unique wedding ideas, tips and trends.
From rehearsals to receptions, and everything
in-between, we’ve got your nuptial needs covered.
Submit your announcements by Oct. 21st to
public_relations@iowastatedaily.com
ISU Hortic
ulture Clu
b
October 15th 9am-3pm
ISU Horticulture Research Station in Gilbert
55519 170th Street, Ames
North on US-69 (Grand) to Gilbert, turn right by Casey’s.
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 Apples     Kids ActivitiesFall Festival
Love Where You Live!
www.haverkamp-properties.com
515-232-7575
515-232-7575
Word of the Day:
Beltane BEL-tayn
noun
1: the Celtic May Day festival
Example:
Aunt Kat vividly described the huge bonfires and 
colorful rituals she had witnessed at the Beltane 
festival in Edinburgh as a girl.
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West Virginia is no longer the coal-mining 
capital; nine of the ten top-producing coal 
mines in the U.S. are located in Wyoming.
The Orange River in southern Africa isn’t named for 
the fruit or the color; it’s named for the Dutch royal 
family who sent explorers to “discover” the area.
The Playboy bunny costume was the first 
service uniform to be registered with the 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
The first Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue 
featured model Babette March on the 
cover sporting a modest two-piece. The 
issue came out in January of 1964.
Stephen Perry patented his idea for the rubber 
band in 1845. The London businessman came 
up with the invention after Charles Goodyear 
introduced rubber to the world in 1839.
Random Facts:
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
MONDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
© 2011 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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Crossword
Across
1 Windy City paper, 
familiarly
5 Baroque musical family
10 “__, can you see ...”
14 Like molasses
15 “Snowy” bird
16 Nevada gambling city
17 Visit the local 
watering hole
20 Honda Accord, e.g.
21 In concert
22 San Diego attraction
23 “I can’t remember 
it, Miss Ilsa. I’m a little 
rusty on it” speaker
25 Give a barbiturate to
27 Breaks, as in a wall
30 Lambs’ moms
32 Arctic dwellers 
of Scandinavia
35 Shortened, as a dict.
36 Yaks
37 Lovers’ lane pace
38 “Let’s try a 
different approach”
41 Ship with rich cargo
42 Feature of many 
Viking helmets
43 Immigrant’s subj.
44 Longtime senator 
Thurmond
45 “What __ got here is a 
failure to communicate”: 
“Cool Hand Luke”
46 Private’s group
47 Draw out
49 Smidgen
51 Hef’s party garb
53 Mother-of-pearl
55 Smidgen
59 “Pay attention”
62 From the U.S.
63 Implied
64 Rain hard
65 Neat as a pin
66 Signed
67 It may follow 
You online
Down
1 Distribute the 
dressing on
2 Mechanical learning
3 Polo rival
4 Detour
5 Affleck of “The Town”
6 Belgium-based 
imaging company
7 What one does after 
observing reminders 
that start 17-, 38- and 
59-Across
8 Parade honorees
9 Witness’s place
10 Bruin great Bobby
11 Successfully 
stage a coup
12 __ Domini
13 Beatle bride
18 Words with 
pickle or jam
19 Traded, as goods
24 Substantial
26 Hold hands?
27 Dance balls, e.g.
28 Call off the launch
29 Got somewhere
31 Teens conflict: Abbr.
33 Proto- finish
34 With cunning
36 Tea-flavoring flower
37 Rip to pieces
39 Smoke with menthol
40 “Mazel __!”
45 Certain goddess 
worshiper
46 Sudden
48 “Pleeease?”
50 Justice Dept. raiders
51 Land map
52 Guitarist Hendrix
54 Spooky-sounding lake
56 Baseball family name
57 Night spot
58 Brontë’s Jane
60 Take a stab at
61 JFK update
Yesterdays Solution
Libra
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday 10/11/11. 
Leave work worries aside 
to take time to appreciate 
friends, partners and family. 
Your relationships sustain 
you more than any quantity of 
money. This year will include 
plenty of opportunities for 
abundance. Enjoy your loved 
ones while you have them.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries  March 21-April 19
Today is an 8 -- You’re hot, and 
getting hotter, but don’t get 
cocky. When confidence turns 
to arrogance there’s trouble 
afoot, especially around money. 
Don’t gamble. Play it cool.
Taurus  April 20-May 20 
Today is a 7 -- Hang in there; 
good things come to those who 
wait. Choose your own destiny 
(and your destination). Your 
intuition is right on target, so 
follow that thread where it leads.
Gemini  May 21-June 21
Today is an 8 -- Your inbox keeps 
growing. Keep plugging away to 
keep the stack to a reasonable 
height. Schedule time for friends, 
though. They’re the fuel that 
keeps your motor running.
Cancer  June 22-July 22
Today is an 8 -- You may find 
inspiration for your next career 
move in a book. Talk about your 
dreams with someone special 
over a wonderful meal. Notice 
flavors and subtle details.
Leo  July 23-Aug. 22
Today is an 8 -- What’s your 
next move? Every step is an 
adventure, every turn a surprise. 
Regale your subjects with an 
inspiring effort. Balance work 
with travel, and step on out.
Virgo  Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Today is a 7 -- Patience is not just a 
virtue, it’s necessary today. Be open 
to transformation or for things to 
shift. Don’t believe everything you 
think. The fun is in the inquiry.
Libra  Sept. 23-Oct. 22
Today is an 8 -- Take action 
about an uncomfortable 
working condition. Solving 
it removes an obstacle and 
benefits many. This allows the 
abundance to flow more freely.
Scorpio  Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Today is a 9 -- Take advantage 
of your energy for increased 
productivity. Don’t delay 
urgent action. Consider the 
needs of a loved one in your 
schedule. You can do it all.
Sagittarius  Nov. 22-Dec. 21
Today is an 8 -- The day’s picture 
perfect. Play with children or 
younger people for a regained sense 
of youth. Make sure to stretch 
before jumping for the moon.
Capricorn  Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Today is an 8 -- Competition 
spurs you to pick up the pace. 
You’ve got the power, so pour on 
the steam! A new idea could work 
with help from a partner. Add 
your muscle to their passion.
Aquarius  Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
Today is a 9 -- You’ve got the 
energy and health, so put in the 
extra work to really get things 
moving. Your sweetheart wants 
your time (not your money). 
Balance your schedule.
Pisces  Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 9 -- You have more 
vitality today. You’re motivated 
to take action, so go right 
ahead. Declare your intentions, 
and dare to be assertive. 
Waltz with any changes.
It would be awesome if you didn’t make the 
morning after so awkward. Just sayin’
•••
If you’re going to eat in the Library please do it with 
your mouth shut if the mouth and lip smacking 
continues I just may have to smack you!!
•••
Its wonderful all the free booze that tits provide.
•••
All this homework is really getting in the way 
of me actually learning...just sayin’
•••
The guy sittin in front of me has a dead bug in his hair 
but he is always so rude to me... oh what a dilemma 
of to tell him or not.  What to do what to do...
•••
Parking department man we got to talk my ubill is out of control
•••
You know its bad when you procrastinate by 
cleaning your apt rather than write a paper.
•••
If I can hear all of the lyrics in a song while 
sitting right next to you AND your earbuds in, 
your music is WAY too loud. Just sayin’
••• 
I’m likin’ all the men in uniform
•••
Submit your just sayin’ to 
iowastatedaily.com/games/justsayin
Trivia
1. What film was adapted from the 
same William Irish story as Mississippi 
Mermaid, this 2001 film stars Antonio 
Banderas as a Cuban who orders an 
American bride played by Angelina Jolie?
2. What Denver band named for a 
popular skiing mountain in Colorado, hit 
it big in 1970 with Green-Eyed Lady?
3. What band’s lead singer has shown 
how desperate he is for attention 
by being a host on Extra?
4. What band opened for Green Day for 
part of the American Idiot tour, their 
2004 release Palm Trees and Power 
Lines spawned the single “Memory”?
5. What apparent grease monkey 
was actually a sensitive artist who 
eventually won over the hearts of 
the Keatons on Family Ties?
6. The Growing Pains Movie revealed 
that what character and Mike Seaver 
got married and adopted three 
children of three different races? 
ANSWER: Original Sin
ANSWER: Sugarloaf
ANSWER:  Sugar Ray
ANSWER: Sugarcult
ANSWER: Kate Macdonald
ANSWER: Nick Moore
Global Food Insecurity
Tom Vilsack, the former Iowa governor, is head of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA).  As United States Secretary of Agriculture, Vilsack 
has pioneered innovative approaches to promote long-term economic 
growth in rural America, focusing on investments in broadband internet and 
renewable energy.  Under his leadership, USDA has helped farmers and 
ranchers produce a safe, affordable and abundant food supply, conserve 
our natural resources, and provide healthier school meals to our nation’s 
children. USDA is also part of a government-wide effort taking action to 
meet the combined challenges of feeding a growing global population, 
mitigating the effects of climate change and meeting increasing energy 
demands at home and abroad.
Tuesday, October 11, 2011 - 5pm 
South Ballroom, Memorial Union
Tom Vilsack
Secretary of
 Agriculture
Sponsored by: World Affair Series (funded by GSB)
Don’t Let Back or Neck Pain
Get You Down
• Headaches
• Neck pain
• Tight muscles
• Lower back pain
• Numbness in
   hands or feet
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME!
Call Us Today For an Appointment
233-1709
“Your Local Family Chiropractor”
809 Wheeler St. Suite 2 • Northern Lights Center
Our experienced staff  can help with:
Time for a 
Change?
Change Your 
Life at PCI Academy
Cosmetology 
classes 
start Nov. 8
Graduate in 15 months and 
get started with your life. 
Placement available.  Books 
and kit are free.  If a career in 
beauty was your first choice, 
do it now.
    515.956.3781  •  www.PCI-Academy.com
   309 Kitty Hawk Dr.  
Ames, IA 50010
Financial aid available 
for those who qualify
Style
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why we l  ve:♡
OPI Pink of 
Hearts
It’s back! The popular OPI 
Pink of Hearts is back again this 
year and is available in the fan fa-
vorite ... shatter! Since October is 
Breast Cancer Awareness month, 
why not show your support for 
those affected with a little pop of 
pink.
OPI has launched its 2011 edi-
tion of Pink of Hearts which sup-
ports the Susan G. Komen for the 
Cure. This is the fifth year OIP has 
launched the Pink of Hearts col-
lection that helps raise awareness 
for breast cancer. You better get it 
quick, since this hot pink polish is 
only available through the month 
of October. The polish is available 
at beauty stores for $8.50.
Courtesy Photo of OPI 
By Paula Cruzen
ISD Style Writer
There is one thing all 
women have in common: be-
ing at risk for breast cancer. 
According to the Susan G. 
Komen website, the two most 
important factors for breast 
cancer are being a women and 
getting older. Unless you are 
Benjamin Button, these fac-
tors are a scary reality every 
woman needs to keep in mind.
Iowa State alumnae 
Christina Keener graduated 
in 1997 with a degree in indus-
trial engineering. Her on-the-
go lifestyle was temporarily 
interrupted when she was di-
agnosed with breast cancer in 
June 2010.
“I was shocked, I was 
scared, I just had a lot of uncer-
tainty,” Keener said, “Basically, 
I got a call from my doctor’s 
office, and my life changed. 
Cancer is a part of it now.”
Keener was especially sur-
prised with her diagnosis be-
cause she has no family history 
of breast cancer.
“That was the biggest 
shock for me. It was just an 
awareness that it really can 
happen to any body,” she said.
This common miscon-
ception keeps prevention off 
womens’ radar. In the United 
States, only about 5 to 10 
percent of all breast cancers 
occur because of inherited 
mutations.
“It’s something you don’t 
think about,” she said. “That’s 
why it is so important to be 
preventative.”
Only 1 in 1,1760 women are 
at risk of getting breast cancer 
in their 20s. However, it is still 
important to make an early 
habit of remembering your 
breast health. The same sta-
tistic jumps to 1 in 69 women 
in their 40s and continues to 
climb. If breast cancer is de-
tected early, there are more 
treatment options and a better 
chance for survival. Women 
between the ages of 20 and 39 
should have a clinical breast 
exam at least every three years.
“There’s something about 
staying in tune with yourself. 
Knowing when something 
feels different and getting 
things checked out,” Keener 
said. “The biggest advice I can 
give is to take care of yourself 
and be aware of any changes.”
No one knows exactly what 
causes breast cancer, so there 
are no sure ways to prevent 
it. However, there are choices 
you can make to reduce your 
risk.
After a year-long battle, 
Keener beat breast cancer 
and now is actively spreading 
awareness in Des Moines. She 
is excitedly anticipating run-
ning with her team in the an-
nual Susan G. Komen Race for 
the Cure set for Oct. 22.
“It has made me appreci-
ate every day; I’m just enjoying 
my friends, family and life,” 
Keener said.
Pink is the new black, for this 
month anyway.
October is Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month, and beauty com-
panies are thinking pink to promote 
the cause.
Beauty moguls such as Estee 
Lauder and Bobbi Brown 
are supporting t h e 
cam-
paign by donating a portion of their 
profits to charities like Susan G. 
Komen for the Cure and the Breast 
Cancer Research Foundation. 
Certain items are showcased for a 
limited time this month and all of the 
products are perfect for fall beauty 
trends.
According to their website, Estee 
Lauder has been raising awareness 
and selling products for the cure for 
the past 19 years. Their Pink Ribbon 
Collection features berry-colored 
lipsticks and a beautifully designed 
compact mirror. By the end of this 
month, Estee Lauder will have do-
nated a total $8.5 million to the BCRF 
since 1992.
Bold, pink lips are all the rage 
for fall beauty and cosmetic genius 
Bobbi Brown is giving consum-
ers the chance to purchase two 
beautiful lip colors that give back 
to the BCRF. The Pink Ribbon 
Collection features a “Pink Lip 
Color” lipstick and “Bellini High 
Shimmer Lip Gloss” which can be 
worn separate or layered over each 
other. For every lip color bought, $10 
will be donated.
Nail-polish brand OPI released 
a “shatter” nail color for September 
and October, nicknaming it “Pink of 
Hearts.” This unique nail polish has 
been a major trend for fall and is a 
great way to spread awareness on a 
national level. Along with creating a 
limited edition nail color, OPI will do-
nate $25,000 to Susan G. Komen for 
the Cure.
Boots Skin Care is also supporting 
breast cancer awareness, and will do-
nate $2 for every Intensive Moisture 
Face Mask sold. A minimum of 
$25,000 will go to Susan G. Komen for 
the Cure. This face mask is great for 
keeping skin hydrated and smooth.
Another fabulous skin moistur-
izer for colder months is Aveda’s hand 
relief creme. This rich lotion is packed 
with vitamins and antioxidants that 
prevent aging and Aveda will donate 
$4 to BCRF for every bottle bought.
By purchasing any of these prod-
ucts, you will be instantly trendy for 
fall beauty looks, as well as support-
ing national charities for breast can-
cer awareness.
Five products in support for 
breast cancer awareness include: 
Estee Lauder Jeweled Pink Ribbon 
Compact, $55. 20 percent of the retail 
price will go straight to BCRF; Bobbi 
Brown Pink Ribbon Collection, $44 
for the set. $10 will go towards BCRF; 
OPI “Pink of 
Hearts” lim-
ited edition 
nail polish: 
$8.50; Boots 
Skin Care 
I n t e n s i v e 
M o i s t u r e 
Face Mask: 
$19.99. $2 do-
nated to Susan 
G. Komen for 
the Cure.
Shout out to the shoe 
lovers; prepare to be even 
more of a fiend. For those 
of you who haven’t heard of 
ShoeDazzle.com, let me in-
troduce you to your new best 
friend. 
Upon entry of the site 
you are given a personalized 
test so the company can de-
fine your own personal shoe 
style. Once through the sur-
vey, you are greeted with an 
array of pieces to browse as 
the stylists devise a personal 
show room based on your 
survey. 
Every pair of shoes is 
$39.95, with free shipping 
and exchanges. 
ShoeDazzle has a pro-
motion for the month of 
October dedicated to breast 
cancer awareness. To benefit 
the Susan G. Komen for the 
Cure foundation, 10 percent 
of all profits will be donated. 
ShoeDazzle guarantees 
a minimum of $10,000 to be 
donated, and they welcome 
their clients to share testi-
monials of hope for a chance 
to be randomly selected and 
featured. 
These lucky women re-
ceive a scarf, handbag and 
limited-edition pink shoes 
from their Powerful 
Pink Collection. 
Pretty in pink products
By Paige Berg
ISD Style Writer
BEAUTY 
Know your body, understand risks
HEALTH 
-Stay physically active
-Eat healthily
-Keep weight under control
-Limit alcohol intake
-Avoid tobacco
-Maintain healthy emotional state
Life choices to 
lower your risks
By Cicely Gordon
ISD Style Writer
ShoeDazzle.com joins 
Susan G. Komen in 
battle against cancer 
FASHION
Photos courtesy of Este Lauder and 
Boots Skin 
Photo courtesy of Bobbi Brown 
Photo  courtesy 
Aveda
Photo  courtesy of 
shoedazzle.com
By Lili Ruff
ISD Style Writer
